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Process pressure is defined as the force applied to a surface area, for example, 

kilogram per square centimeter (kg/sq cm). The SI (System International unites) 

unit for pressure is Pascal (Pa) which is newton/square meter (N/sq m), but Bar is 

more commonly used for process measurement. 

Pressure is a relative measurement defined as either gauge or absolute.    A 

pressure measurement can further be described by the type of measurement being 

performed. The three methods for measuring pressure are absolute, gauge, and 

differential. Absolute pressure is referenced to the pressure in a vacuum, 

whereas gauge and differential pressures are referenced to another pressure such as 

the ambient atmospheric pressure or pressure in an adjacent vessel. 

Gauge pressure (Pg) varies with atmospheric pressure, which in turn varies with 

the altitude above the mean sea level and the weather conditions. 

Absolute pressure (Pa) is the pressure above a total vacuum (Pa=Pg+Patm) 

 

 

Pressure Gauge (PG) is instrumentation device for measuring pressure in 

industrial.  As a measurement device, accuracy of the pressure gauge is very 

important. In order to maintain reliability of pressure gauge there is a verification 

method we call CALIBRATION. 
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This article explains how to calibrate pressure gauge using DWT. 

What is DWT? 

A deadweight tester (DWT) is a calibration standard which uses a piston cylinder 

on which a load is placed to make equilibrium with an applied pressure underneath 

the piston. 

 

1. Handle 

2. Plunger 

3. Piston and Cylinder 

4. Weights masses 

5. Device under test (DUT) 

6. Oil reservoir 

7. Valve A 

8. Valve B 

 

The dead weight tester is basically a pressure producing device, consists of a 

chamber which is filled with oil free impurities, a piston–cylinder combination is 

fitted above the chamber as shown in the below picture. The top portion of the 

piston is attached with a platform to carry weights mass.  A plunger with a handle 
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has been provided to vary the pressure of oil in the chamber. The pressure gauge to 

be tested is fitted at an appropriate tapping point (DUT taping point) 

On each weight mass stamped the number which is correspond to a relevant 

pressure value, for instance 0.5 kg/sq cm, 0.1 kg/sq cm, 1 kg/sq cm, 2 kg/sq cm etc. 

How to operate DWT?  

 

1. Handle 

2. Plunger 
3. Piston and Cylinder 

4. Weights masses 

5. Device under test (DUT) 

6. Oil reservoir 

7. Valve A 

8. Valve B 

Refer to the above illustration picture in order to understand how to fill DWT 

chamber with oil. Initially turn handle (1) counterclockwise direction until stop 

limit. Pour oil into oil container (6), open (valveB) and keep (valveA) close then 

turn handle counterclockwise until handle become stiff, by doing this way oil enter 

to DWT chamber green portion, after that close (valveB) and open (valveA) follow 

by rotating handle in clockwise direction, this way will push oil to DWT chamber 

red portion, repeat the same way till oil in DWT chamber red portion sufficient 
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enough. Once oil is sufficient for lifting weights and pressing device under test, 

close (valveA) as well as (valveB). Now DWT can be operated to lift weight and 

release pressure by operating the handle. 

Next step, a known weights masses to be placed on the platform, calculates the 

relevant pressure value by adding up several the weight masses, and don’t miss to 

consider also weight printed on the platform. 

  

Refer to above illustration; each weight mass has a number represent      an 

equivalent pressure value, for instance; 

A is a platform has weight corresponding to 0.05 kg/sq cm,  

B is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 2.0 kg/sq cm 

C is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 2.0 kg/sq cm 

D is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 1.0 kg/sq cm 

E is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 0.5 kg/sq cm 

F is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 0.3 kg/sq cm 

G is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 0.1 kg/sq cm 

H is a weight mass has weight corresponding to 0.05 kg/sq cm 

Additional all of the weight in this illustration is 6 kg/sq cm 

 

By operating the handle, oil pressure is applied to the other side of the piston until 

enough force is developed to lift the piston and weight masses.  When this 

happens, the piston and weight masses float freely within the cylinder between 

limit stops. In this condition of equilibrium, the pressure force of oil fluid is 

balanced against the gravitational force of the weights plus the friction drag, the 

pressure P which is caused due to the weights placed on the platform is calculated.  

In the above example pressure 6 kg/sq cm is produced when weight mass lifted and 

reach stop limit. 
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Pressure Gauge Calibration 

Calibration of pressure gauge means introducing an accurately known pressure to 

the gauge under test and then observing the respond of the gauge or adjusting zero 

and span to get accuracy reading. 

The following procedure is adopted for calibrating pressure gauges. 

1. Arrange set of tool such as, screwdriver, spanner, adjustable wrench, puller, 

strap, and marker. 

 

2. Fix Pressure Gauge under calibration at port 5 of DWT. 

3. Note down Pressure Gauge  range, example low range is 0 Kgf/cm and 

upper range is 6 Kgf/cm 

4. Remove Pressure Gauge glass cover using strap tool 

5. Use marker to put marking at casing side, this marking is to identify the 

number as indicated by the scale plate. 

6. Remove pointer using a needle puller, then remove scale disc following by 

fixing back pointer to its place, now pointer fixed but without scale disc. 

https://www.jasaservis.net/cara-kalibrasi-pressure-gauge/.html
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7. Calibration begins by checking position of pointer when Pressure Gauge 

without   any pressure, at this condition pointer shall point to number "0" 

(zero), otherwise remove pointer and reposition it. 

8. Place on the platform some pieces of weight mass so that total weight equal 

to the PG maximum range value. 

 

9. Increase pressure by adjusting handle until weight mass lifted up to limit, 

observe Pressure Gauge pointer, it should be exactly pointed to maximum 

scale. If pointer pointed to other value, then adjust span adjuster as shown at 

below picture. Slightly turning weight mass is necessary in order to 

eliminate friction force. 
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10. Next steps check again reading at zero pressure, bring down weight masses 

by adjusting handle till pressure totally release, then check pointer position, 

it should be at 0 kgf/cm2 otherwise reposition a pointer. 

11. Repeat step 9 and step 10 until the result is satisfied, pointer should 

pointed to the number according to weight mass placed on the platform. 

12. The last step is to check linearity, if Pressure Gauge responds to fluid 

pressure with deviation at certain limit, means calibration passed, but if 

found error more than specified in the specification sheet the calibration 

failed. 

Once calibration completed don’t forget to put sticker on Pressure Gauge 

mentioning the calibration date, performer name, result, and signature.  

  

 


